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PREFACE
Recent years have seen a quickening of interest in the anthropology of
culture areas which fall within British Columbia, especially the Northwest
Coast. This interest has been very evident at recent anthropological
conventions. It has brought with it a realization that the Northwest Coast,
once one of the most-studied and best known areas on the continent, is
today actually one of the least known, despite its importance in American
anthropology. Our knowledge of Northwest Coast archeology, culture history,
physical anthropology, and linguistics lags far behind our knowledge of these
basic fields in other culture areas. Other more specialized fields of research,
for example, acculturation, culture and personality,and music and dance,
have here been virtually neglected.
Increasingly, however, the need for further research in the area has been
voiced, and of recent years, significant steps have been taken toward filling
in some of the great gaps in our knowledge. In this connection we might point
to the extension of the Culture Element Distribution lists into British
Columbia by Philip Drucker, H. G. Barnett, and Verne F. Ray. In archeology,
we might point to the recent work of Drucker, Charles Borden, Arden King, and
Marian Smith.
Present potentialities for research in British Columbia vary. Throughout most of the Province there is an abundance of capable ethnographic
informants, as well as of excellent opportunities for studies in acculturation
and other special fields. This is certainly the case in the Tsimshian area,
as revealed by a brief survey undertaken last summer by Dr. H. B. Hawthorn
and the writer. On the other hand, there 'are some areas where few, if any,
ethnographic informants remain. As for archeology, surveys such as that of
Drucker on the Coast, and of Douglas Leechman and J. H. Sewell (reported in
this number) in the interior, give us glimpses of an immense wealth of untouched
sites which await investigation.
The rapid growth of anthropology as a science has been strongly felt in
British Columbia. In 1947, Dr. Harry B. Hawthorn was appointed to the
University of British Columbia as anthropologist. The stimulus this gave to
research is evident in the reports from Dr. Hawthorn and Dr. Borden in this
number. Moreover, an indirect result of Dr. Hawthorn!s appointment is that
this year for the first time, the Provincial Museum and the Prince Rupert
Museum are enjoying the services of personnel trained specifically in
anthropology. The steady growth of the Department of Anthropology at the
University of Washington has also resulted in increased research in British
Columbia, as the reports in this number from that department clearly indicate.
In view of this growth of anthropology in the Northwest, and of the factors
mentioned above, it would appear that British Columbia is to be the scene
of an ever-increasing amount of anthropological research during the coming
years.
We at the Provincial Museum feel that we can and should play an important
part in this research. The resources of the Museum, including the anthropological collections and limited facilities for publication, are available
to anthropologists working on cultures of British Columbia. An important
additional contribution, however, is to be the publication of an annual survey
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'of anthropology in British Columbia, of which the present number is the first.
The major purpose of this survey is the publicizing of anthropological
investigations on British Columbia cultures, of manuscripts in preparation
and forthcoming publications dealing with these-cultures, and of the needs
and potentialities of research in the Province. In this way we hope to
co-ordinate to'some degree the activities of future workers.
The material in the current survey is presented largely in the form of
reports by anthropologists on the progress and results of their work.
Obviously, because of the nature and state of completion of their projects,
some are in better positions to write comprehensive reports than others.
The reports, consequently, range from short paragraphs on intended fieldwork
to important contributions to knowledge, such as, for example, Dr. C. E.
Borden!s report on the archeology of the Fraser Delta region. For future
numbers, we welcome either types of report, and urge all workers in the field
to use this publication to make their work known.
Wilson Duff,
British Columbia Provincial Museum,
Victoria, B. C.
July 1950

- 3 RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
The following reports from the University of B~itish Columbia, the
University of Washington, the National Museum of Canada, and the Provincial Museum, tell of current programmes of research in many phases of
anthropology. In general, they cover projects initiated within the last
two years and projected for the future. The list of projected fieldwork is
complete, to the best of our knowledge. However, the reports of recent work
are not quite complete. Dr. Ronald Olson, of Berkeley, has done recent
fieldwork on the central Northwest Coast, but pressure of work preparatory
to leaving for Japan has prevented his reporting on it. Also, two rather
more lengthy reports in archeology, by Charles Borden and J. H. SeVv'BII,
have been considered important enough to be placed in a special section of
this number. (See Reports.)
The University of British Columbia, Department of Anthropology
1.

Outline of Projects, by Dr. Harry B. Hawthorn.

Community Planning on an Indian Reserve
This is a project on one of the North Vancouver Reserves, on which Dr.
Leonard Marsh, economist with the Department of Social Work, and Mr. C. K.
Toren of the Department of Citizenship and Immigration are working, along
with myself and qualified town planners. Some students from Sarah Lawrence
College will assist in this work during the summer. The background of this
was a social-psychological study of the children of the community undertaken two years ago and a project in adult education in the same community
done last year . The present' phase of the work is the exploration of the
existing culture and the forecast of future needs, along with the construction
of the new community.
The Role of the ,British Columbia Indian in the Fishing Industry
This study grows out of the past work and publications of Dr. Stuart Jamieson,
economist, and Percy Gladstone, graduate student in Anthropology and Economics,
who is also a Haida Indian and a fisherman. During the winter of 1950-51,
Mr. Gladstone will collaborate with us on this work. The purpose is to enquire
into the relationship of the character and culture of the modern Indian to his
role in the commercial fishing economy.
Ethnology and Acculturation
I am undertaking studies in these fields in several regions, including the
Lower Fraser, the Tsimshian and the Haida. The procedure is one of the slow
accumulation of data which is not as yet sharply focused. The general aim
is a comparative acculturation study stressing the interplay of cultural and
psychological factors in acculturation.
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Reconstruction of Indian Villages
Under the direction of Mr. Hlmter Lewis, the University of British Columbia
is reconstructing typical Indian villages. To date a number of Kwakiutl
poles and the framework of one large house have been restored and are being
erected in a suitable site at the University of British Columbia. To be
related to this project is the construction of an ethnobotanic park which
will contain plants used by the Coast Indians for food, medicine, and other
purposes.
Reorganization of the Museum at Prince Rupert
This work is being -undertaken by William and Margaret Ellis, graduate students.
They are re-sorting and classifying the collection of the Prince Rupert
muse~m~ constructing cases and arranging displays.
They will endeavour to
devise a museum organization and programme suitable for the resources of the
museum and the potential use it will have in the community.
Report on Arts of the Canadian Indian
The Royal Connnission of National Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences
asked for such a study to be made.. This was undertaken by A. E. Hawthorn
and myself. New material on contemporary arts was gathered from enquiries
sent to anthropologists, agents, and other interested people across Canada,
resulting in a report of twenty thousand words on the present state of Indian
art. To the factual report is added the consideration of the possibilities
of utilization of the arts for Indian development, and recommendations for
action. The study forms the nucleus of a projected major work which Audrey
E. Hawthorn is preparing.
.
Doukhobor Study·
The sociaJ scientists of the Uni versi ty of British Columbia were requested
by the Provincial Government to undertake a study of the Doukhobor culture,
and I am acting as Director of the project. The plans call for a study over
a two-year period with a team of five or six workers from the social and
psychological sciences working jointly, yet making individual reports on
special sections of Doukhobor life.
2. Dr. Charles E. Borden is continuing with his archeological work during
this sunnner. Accompanied by two students from the University of Washington,
he is continuing the excavation of the Whalen Site, Boundary Bay (see l! Articles") .
Later in the sunnner, he intends to work with Mr. J. H. Sewell on the
archeology of the Vanderhoof area of central British Columbia.
The University of Washington, Department of Anthropology
The increasing amount of fieldwork being done on British Columbia
cultures by graduate students of the University of Washington is indicated
by the following reports.

1.

Report by Miss Barbara Savadkin

I am sending you a statement of my field work thus far with the
Cowichan Indians around Koksilah, Vancouver Island. To date I have spent
three months in the field collecting ethnographic data and information on
the Cowichan knitting industry.
The ethnographic data are still in unworked field notes. I have written
a report of about thirty pages on the knitting industry and submitted it to
the competition sponsored by the Seattle Anthropological Society.
The knitting industry is of anthropological interest for several reasons.
It is of interest to students of material culture because it involves a
combination of aboriginal and European techniques and the invention of new
techniques stimulated by this fusion. The patterns knitted in the older
sweaters are aboriginal basketry designs, while the actual knitting technique
is European. The machines on which the wool is now spun seem to be local
inventions based on the aboriginal spindle used in the preparation of mountain
goat hair for blankets and on the European sewing machine.
Cowichan knitting further deserves the attention of those who are interested
in the practical problems of economic and social adjustments on the part of
nati ve peoples living under. foreign administration. The knitting industry
represents a fairly wide-spread and intensive effort on the part of Coast
Salish peoples to make an economic adjustment to the contact situation both
in Canada and the United States.
The efforts of this attempt at economic adjustment on the social organization of the Indians, especially as~ regards the status of women, marriage
patterns, and family life, have yet to be thoroughly investigated.
I am planning further work on this and other problems in the Cowichan
area next winter.
2.

Report by fIr. Robert B. Lane

In AU~lst 1948 I started ethnographic field work among the Chilcotin
Indians of west central British Columbia. I spent August in the area extending
from Alexis Creek to the Bella Coola valley, familiarizing myself with
conditions and attempting to locate informants. A period from November 1948
to March 1949 was spent at Anahim reserve near Alexis Greek and at Redstone
reserve. At both places I worked with several informants. I encountered no
really good informants and only a few fair ones.
Conditions for field work were fairly satisfactory. I encouptered one
problem, however, which seems rather novel and indicative of our times. That
was the suspiCion among a very few Whites and Indians in the area that any
stranger coming in without any obvious purpose, being friendly with the
Indians, and asking innumerable questions, must be some sort of a spy or
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Communist. In some ways this attitude may be amusing, but on the other hand,
it may create a potentially serious situation, such as to disrupt or prevent
field work. I would like to make the suggestion that, in view of the times,
awareness of this possibility be kept in mind by othe.r ethnographers. Initial
questions of an ethnogeographic nature, for instance, might very well be.
avoided until confidence has been established.
While in the field, I had minor contacts with members of other groups
and became aware of a few problems of surrounding areas. I would like to
mention some of these which might well warrant the attention of anthropological
field workers in the near future:
(1)

I have a very limited knowledge of the amount of information that
has been collected on the material culture of the Bella Coola, but
have the impression that it is fairly limited. There are not more
than three or four (if any) good informants· who could give such
information. Considering the unique status of the Bella Coola
and their strategic position with reference to relationships between
the coast and the interior, any scraps of information still available
should be gathered immediately.

(2)

The same applies to all of the Carrier groups just to the north of
the Chilcotin with reference to general ethnographic information.
If any fieldwork is to be done among them, it will have to be
done within the next few years, for there are very few people
remaining who have' any knowledge of the aboriginal culture.

(3)

Archeological surveys should be made in the valleys of the rivers
running directly to the coast. In both the upper and lower parts
of the valleys, erosion is progressing rapidly and many sites are
being destroyed. Examples are the old Bella Coola village sites,
sites at the mouth of and on the upper Homathko, etc.

(4)

In the event that work is impending on any of the projected largescale power developments for which surveys have been, or are being
made, (i.e., the Chilko-Homathko scheme) immediate steps should be
taken to salvage the large number of important sites that will be
flooded and destroyed.

My own future plans are as follows: I intend to. spend about a month
this summer (1950) and about three months of the cOming winter with the
Chilcotin. I hope to complete. my ethnographic wor~ in that time.
3.

MrG Edward Malin

Mr, Edward Malin, a graduate student of anthropology from the University
of Washington, is engaged during the summer months on an ethnographic and
community study at Quatsino. Mr. Malin intends to study and make a photographic
record of the modern community as well as gather ethnographic data. The work
will form the basis of a thesis.

4.

Report by Mr. Wayne Suttles

I have been working intermittently among surviving native peoples on
both sides of Haro Strait since the summer of 1946. This work has been
financially supported by the Department of Anthropology of the University
of Washington and by the Viking Fund through a fellowship which I received
in January of 1949.
My work has had its starting point and its recurring focal point in the
San Juan Islands. It began simply as an adjunct to the University of
Washington!s archeological progrrumne in the islands, its purpose being to
determine the territories and vDlage and camp sit,es of the tribes who
inhabited the islands in the recent past.. These t.ribes proved to be the
Saanich and Songhees, whose winter villages were largely on Vancouver Island,
and the Lummi and Sam:j..sh, whose wint.er villages were largely on the Washington
mainland directly east, These four peoples, together with the Semiahmoo to
the northeast and the Sooke to the west., seem to have been nearly identical
in speech and in the subsistence act,ivi ties which brought them to the islands
and at the same time to have been rat.her clearly set off from their neighbours
in these same features
Thu,s they seem to me to form a unit which may be
st.udied as such.
c

My interest has extended to the whole of the culture of this unit, but
with special emphasis on subsistence activities and their relation to the
organization of society.
I hope to complete soon (1) a study of the structure of the native
economy, and (2) a broader study of the relation of man to nature in the area
indicated, combining ethnographic and linguistic approaches,
Tpe National Museum of Canada, Ottawa
Report by Dr. Douglas Leechman
In June, 1949, Dr. Douglas Leechman, of the National Museum of Canada,
was engaged in field work in the general vicinity of Vanderhoof, B. C. in
company with Mr ••J. H. Sewell, a local collector. He visited a number of
archaeological Sites, most of which were situated at either the inlet or outlet of the various smaller lakes of the district, the location being selected
apparently on the basis of transportation facilities and food resources.
The specimens collected consisted almost entirely of chipped stone
implements, which appear to be intermediate in type between those of the
southern Yukon and the Kamloops area. The principal materials employed were
a fine-grained volcanic rock and obsidian. Projectile points, knives, large
flat blades, and skin scrapers are the most frequent types encountered.
Debris from the manufacture of these implements is scattered profusely on the
various sites. Further study of these materials will be undertaken and it
is hoped that the National Museum of Canada will publish the results.

In the summer of 1950, Dr, Leechman intends to work along the highway
from Prince Rupert to Prince George and from there south to Ashcroft, Little,
if any, archaeological work has been done in that part of the British
Columbia central dry belt. which lies between Prince George and Ashcroft,
and it is hoped that materials will be recovered which will serve to confirm
or deny the postulated relationship between the collections made by him last
summer and those previously made by Harlan 1. Smith in the Kamloops and
Ashcroft areas,
Among the problems which deserve to be investigated in the near future
are: the hypothetical migration of the interior Salish to the coast; the
more precise determination of the characteristics of the south coastal
cultures postulated by Drucker, with a view to determining whether these are
actually cultural differences or merely minor geographical variations;
determining the extent and d1.stribution of the culture characterized by large
stone carvings which appears to extend from southern British Columbia into
Washington and Oregon; and continuing the exploration of areas of the province
which _have never yet been lnvestigated by' ,an archaeologist.
Provlncial Museum of British Columbia
Re£ort_by Mro Wilson Duff
Durlng the summer of 1949, Wilson Duff, of the Provincial Museum conducted
a brief archeological survey of t.he Fraser River valley between Chilliwack
and Hope. Sixteen pit house sites were discovered and examined. Some were
complete villages, with the pit.s arranged in definite rows, some were
scattered groups of a few pits; others were single isolated pits. The sites
were found at the following places: (the number in parenthesis refers to
the number of pits on t,he site) ~ two at Hope (5, 10), two on the Katz
Reserve (1, 26), two on the Ohamil Reserve (1, 16), Agassiz (20+), Soowahlie
Reserve (6), four on the Chehalis Reserve (1,3,5,13), Harrison River (2 rectangular), Harrison Mills Reserve NO.3 (1), Bell farm above Deroche (1),
Kilberg farm above Deroche (14). Several other sites were reported but not
visited. The pits were uniformly circular, from twenty-five to thirty-five
feet in diameter,'except at two sites. On one of these, the Macallum site
at Agassiz (see M. W, Smith, 1947), at least two rectangular pits were found
associated with the circular pits, and at the other, on the Harrison River,
two rectangular pits were found alone.
The lower boundary of the interior pit house was established to be just
below the mouth of the Harrison River on the north side of the Fraser. On
the south side, the old sites have been obliterated, but the lower boundary
of pit houses is in the vicinity of Chilliwack.
This summer, Iir, Duff intends to spend two months in the field, extending
the archeological survey up the river to Spuzzum and conducting ethnographic
investigations.
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MANUSCRIPTS AND FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS
Earlier fieldwork is still producing results in the form of manuscripts
and forthcoming publications. Much information, too, is still in fieldnote form. The following reports from Columbia University, the University
of Oregon, and elsewhere, tell of much of the material which is in these
forms.
Columbia University, New York
Dr. Marian W. Smith has sent in the following list of forthcoming
pUblications:
Codere, Helen
Fighting with Property:

a Study of Kwakiutl Potlatching and Warfare
l:I~g_::._~~29

The first detailed analysis of the aboriginal economics of the Kwakiutl
Indians. Based on all availabl~ printed source materials, especially
Boas textual data. Map of Kwakiutl territory; population, :groduction,
and cost charts. Kwakiutl culture is shown to have moved away from
the competitiveness of open warfare toward that shown in the manipulation
of wealth.
Monograph XVIII of the American Ethnological Society, ed. Marian W.
S~ith, Columbia University, New York 27.
To appear late in 1950.
Garfield, Viota, and Marius Barbeau
The Tsimshian:

their Music and Arts

In two parts: a general description of the culture of the Tsimshian
Indians of northern British Columbia with attention to the development
of their arts, by Viola Garfield; and transcriptions of seventy-five
Tsimshian songs recorded by l:'1arius Barbeau, transcribed from the
phonograph by Marius Barbeau and Sir Ernest Macmillan, and with musical
analysis by Marguerite Beclard d'Harcourt.
Publication No. XVIII of the American Ethnological Society, ed. Marian
W. Smith, Columbia University, New York 27. To appear in the winter of
1950 - 51.
Roberts, Helen H.
The Songs of the Nootka
Musical analysis of ninety--,nine songs of the Nootka Indians ot western
Vancouver Island collected by,Edward l:'1alin. With texts and ethnological
notes by Norris Swadesh.

10
Probably to appear as Vol. XXII in the Publications Series of the American
EthnologicaJ Sodet,y, Dat,e of appearance indefinite,
Smith, Marian W,
"Culture Area

and~CUl.ture

Depth:

with Data from the Northwest Coast tt

Historical development among the Amerlcan Indian cultures of coastal
British Columbia with special attention to Kwakiutl and Bella Coola.
Revised map of Bella Goola territory. Contributions to the theory of
anthropology.
Paper presented before the 29th International Congress of Americanists
in New Yor;k, September 1949. To appear in the Proceedings of the Congress,
ed, Sol Tax, TTni17ersity of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
"The Nooksack 9 the Chllliwack and the Middle Fraser fl
Hlstorical development of the American Indian cultures of the Fraser
valley, with map and detailed material on Nooksack and Chilliwack
villages. Discussion of the establishment of a new culture area, i.e.
the "Middle Fraser tl as distinct from upper and lower Fraser.
To appear in the Pacific Northwest Quarterly in 1950.
Dr, Smith adds that this list includes only completed manuscripts, no
projected ones, With regard to field notes, she writes:
HMy files also contain field notes taken along the Fraser in 1938, and
the results, still in note form, of much of the work of my field party
in 1945. H
University of Oregon, Report by Dr, H. G. Barnett.
I have three manuscripts that might be mentioned in connection with
unpublished research material on British Columbia. A monograph, called
ltCoast Salish Ethnography, n descd bes t,he aboriginal cultures of the groups
of Indians formerly inhabit.ing the British Columbia Coast on both sides of
the Strait of Georgia from Point Roberts to Bute Inlet on the mainland, and
from the Saanich Peninsula to Cape Mudge on Vancouver Island. Some twelve
or thirteen local groups are treated specifically, and in addition there is
a general characterization of the area. All aspects of the native cultures
are described, except for their mythologies and their languages. The
manuscript runs over six hundred type script pages. It is now in press at
the University of Oregon. Half of it is in galley proof, and it should appear
in print sometime this year.
The second manuscript is called liThe Nature and Function of the Potlatch.!!
A synopsis of part of this material appeared in the American Anthropologist,
Vol. 40, 1938, The unpublished data is descriptive of the varied manifestations
of the Potlatch among the North Pacific Coast Indians from southern Alaska
to Puget Sound, with an analYSis of their meanings in terms of the social,
religious, and economic inst.it.utions of the area. Part of the information
was obtained in the field; t,he bulk of it was taken from published source s.
As yet, I have no plans for its publication.
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At present, I am at work on a book on cultural change. There will be
included in it some of the data that I collected on the subject among the
Tsimshian in 1940. I expect to finish the manuscript this summer, and hope
to have it published soon after that by some New York house.
I also have a manuscript on the Shaker Cult, but this has little to do
with British Columbia, since the cult did not spread far in that direction
from Puget Sound. There have been tentative efforts to introduce it there,
but it has not gathered many adherents, and has not penetrated much beyond
Duncan on the Island and north of Vancouver on the mainland.
No one else here has done field work in British Columbia; and at present
none is contemplated.
University of California, Dr. Ronald Olson
The name of Ronald Olson has been a prominent one in Northwest Coast
anthropology for many years, Pressure of work preparatory to moving to
Japan has prevented his preparat.ion of a report for this publication.
However ~ in a persona] communicat.ion he wri'te s :
"I am taking with me my field notes on Owikeno, Bella Bella and
Tlingit, and hope to work them up for publication while in Japan. It
Provincial Museum of British Columbia
I.

Mr. A. F. Flucke is editing a series of manuscripts on Indian groups of
'the Province prepared by Mro A. Eo Pickford for use in the public schools.
The groups represent.ed in t.he series are~ Haida, Coast Salish, Int.erior
Salish,9 Noot.ka, Kootenay, Athabascan, Tsimshian, Kwakiut.l, and Bella
Coola. The first of t.hese works will probably appear in print by late
summer.

2.

Mr. A. E. Pickford also has manuscripts in preparation on the following
topics:
liThe Vegetable Foods of Indians of British Columbia.

n

nAn Archaeological Excavation at Lillooet, B. C. tt

ttFurther Notes on the Prehistoric Burial Mounds and Cairns in B. C. n
tlTransculturation of Natives of B. C. The Evidence of Language. tt
Compiled from data supplied by t.he Superintendents of the several
Indian agencies in B. C., 1949.
ltMedicinal Use of Plants by the Natives of British Columbia. I! An
analytical study presented in detailed tabulation with notes.
ARTICLES
The following two archeological papers, being important reports on the
results of extended fieldwork, are included here in a separate section.
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Dr. Charles E. Borden, of the University of British Columbia has done
extensive excavations in shell mound sites in the Vancouver area during the
last several years. We are indeed fortunate in being able to publish his
first report on this work: uPreliminary Report on Archeological Investigations
in the Fraser Delta Region. It This important paper, combined with other
reports which have appeared within the year on the archeology of the southern
Northwest Coast, sheds a good deal of light on the complex prehistory of the
area.

Mr. J. H. Sewell's paper, ttArcheological Remains in Central British
Columbia,u gives us a glimpse of the archeological richness of the interior
of the Province: we are pleased to have the opportunity to publish it. Future
excavation, some of it already planned, will undoubtedly bring important
results in this area.

- 13 PRELIMINARY REPORT ON ARCHEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE
FRASER DELTA REGION
by
Charles E. Borden, Department of Anthropology, University of British Columbia
. Philip Drucker's plea for "more rigidly controlled excavations!! in the
Pacific Northwest (Drucker, 1943, p. 128) has not gone unheede~. Sponsored
by the Department of Anthropology) University of Washington, excavations in
the San Juan Islands have been in progress since 1946. The first results of
this work have just been published. (King, 1949 and 1950).
ArcheologJ.cal research has also been initiated at the University of
British Columbia. In 1946, members of the university staff embarked on a
programme of salvaging early cultural remains from sites within the city
limits of Vancouver. In the summer of 1949, assisted by a generous grant from
the Department of Anthropology, University of Washington*, students from the
University of British Columbia teamed up with students from the neighbouring
university and. began to excavate a large site at Boundary Bay on the Point
Roberts peninsula, Washington. A summary and brief discussion of the results
of these investigations are presented here.
Among the sites that have been investigated in the Vancouver area are the
following: Point Grey, one mile northeast of Point Grey proper; Locarno
Beach, a mile and a half nearer to the business centre of Vancouver; and
Marpole ~Eburne), the well-known and much abused site on the North Arm of
the Fraser River. A surface collection has also been made at the two village
sites on the Musqueam Reserve at the mouth of the North Arm. (See map.)
A summary of conditions prevailing with little variation at these sites
will obviate needless repetition. The bulk of the midden material everywhere
consists of mussel shell (Mytilus edulis). Small lenses of basket cockles
(Cardium corbis) are sometimes encountered. Other shellfish such as the horse
clam (Schizothaerus nuttallii) and the Washington clam (Saxidomus nuttallii)
are only of .fairly .rare and isolated occurrence. Fish remains, particularly
the bones of salmon, are found in great abundance. Bird bones are frequent.
The bones of various land and sea mammals are also encountered, though less
frequently. Scattered human skeletal material occurs everywhere. Burials
in semi-flexed position were found at Point Grey (1) and at Locarno Beach
(3) .
The artifact lists, which follow brief descriptions of the different sites,
do not pretend to be complete. They are limited in the main to those traits
which will best reveal culture change and differences and similarities existing
between different sites. For the sake of brevity the typologies suggested
or worked out by Drucker (Drucker, 1943, pp. 34-59) have been used whenever
possible.
Point Grey
The Point Grey site (ca. 900 x 130 ft.) is located on a bluff about forty
feet above the beach. Nowhere very deep, the qeposits have a maximum depth
of four feet. The entire site is covered with a thick layer of humus and some
-~

The field trip to Point Roberts was financed by the Agnes Anderson Research
Fund.

- 14 of the Douglas firs standing on this midden started to grow three and five
centuries ago. The mussel shell, which everywhere is in an advanced state
of decay, in some parts of the site appears to rest directly on the glacial
till. At others a culture bearing stratum (ca: 5 in.), containing very few
artifacts,intervenes between the sterile till and the shell deposit. The
majority of artifacts from this site were recovered in the course of systematic excavation, but many others were picked up on the surface or in
disturbed material. Aside from the very striking difference in the character
of the early dark stratum and that of the overlying shell deposit no
evidence of culture change was noted.
Artifacts from Point Grey
Barbed harpoons with tang, type I.
Fixed bone points, type AI (numerous).
Fixed bone points, type BIA.
Chipped stone points (rare), types NAa, SBa.
Ground slate point (one specimen), shouldered, stem narrow, off -centre,
cross ;section rectangular, cross section of blade asymmetric
lozenge..
Chipped knives. (broad forms of NAa "points").
Ground slate knives (rare). Type II, thin, entire surfaces polished, cutting
edge straight or curving.
Net and! or fish line sinkers (7). Large and numerous small perforated stones.
Whalebohe and stone clubs (fragments).
Celts (hornfels and serpentine). of different types (fairly numerous). Often
finished only on one side, saw marks and fracture scar left on other.
Splitting wedges of antler, small and large.
Handmauls, type IV.
Bone awls, types la - le (numerous), type 3a (rare).
Needles, type I (7) ground, distal eye (only fragments).
Dentalium shell beads.
Bone pendants, one of these a peculiar type: two elongated drop shaped forms
of equal size, hanging side by side from a horizontal bar, carved of one
piece.
Stone vessels. (a) Oval boulder, smoothed exterior, pecked and incised to
produce a representative form (seal?). (b) Small, circular, plain.
Locarno Beach
The Locarno Beach site is now completely built over, and it is no longer
possible to ascertain its original dimensions. The main part of the midden
seems to have been located in the block between Tolmie and Sasamat Streets,
extending parallel to the beach. Its northern margin must have been very
near extreme high tide level. Construction of Northwest Marine Drive sliced
away the northern half of the midden. Most of the southern portion of the
site disappeared also when the deposits were razed to bring residential lots
down to street level. Early in 1948 only one lot was left on which the deposits
were still intact except for some slight surface disturbance. It was possible
to excavate only a part of the remaining midden before the arrivel of the
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- 15 bulldozer which delivered the coup de grace to this rich and, as will be seen,
very remarkable site.
Cultural remains were found down to a depth of nearly 14 feet. Two
periods are indicated by the nature of the deposits, an early period during
which the site was occupied only intermittently and a later period of
intensive and continuous occupation. In the lower horizon (Lacarno Beach I)
the culture bearing strata are thin and alternate with thick layers of discolored beach sand. In the upper horizon (Lacarno Beach II) the shell strata
are thick. Numerous dark sandy strata containing heavy concentrations of
'fish and other organic remains also occur here. A considerable time lapse
between the two occupation periods is suggested by the fact that in the early
deposits the shell remains have been reduced to a fine powder, whereas in
the upper horizon disintegration of the shell, while advanced, has not
proceeded that far.
According to residents large coniferous trees originally grew on this
midden. The surface of the remaining section was still covered with a thick
layer of humus? In the course of excavations, roots of Douglas firs were
encountered which were so decayed that the trees must have died before logging
operations began in this district.
Artifacts from Locarno Beach I
Lang, heavy daggerlike fixed bone points with very small, enclosed, unilateral
barbs.
Chipped stone pOints, all rather small, types NAbl (very slender), NAb 2 , SAa.
Ground slate point, one specimen of unique type and unusually excellent
manufacture. Blade leaf shaped, cross section lozenge, stem narrow,
cross section rectangular, triangular notch at base.
Ground slate knives, thick, heavy blades, some very large, straight or
curving edge, faces only partially ground.
Giant mussel shell knife (1), worked fragment of Mytilus Californianus shell.
Bone knives, several large and small uncommon types.
Celts, three fragments; one entire, stout and narrow.
Wedges of antler, one bilaterally beveled, one doubtful fragment.
Wedge (1) of hardened siltstone.
Chisel or adze blade of ivory (7).
Handmauls, type IV (sub type, see description under Locarno Beach II)
Bone implements, tapering to a narrow screwdriver like tip.
Bone awls, types la (ulna), Ib, Id, 2a.
Chipped slate scrapers, flat, discoidal and other shapes.
Elliptical labret with incised crescents (lignite).
Ring fragment, carved of white marble with conical perforations d.rilled
only from outer surface.
Several other well made unidentified objects of bone and stone.
Artifacts from Locarno Beach II
Harpoon head of antler, small one-piece toggle, outline acute isosceles
triangle, cross section oval, closed socket, opposed bilateral
symmetric spurs. Hand-drilled line hole at right angles to spurs.
armed with cutting blade.

Not
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Harpoon head of bone, one-piece toggle, larger and sturdier than above,
closed socket, rather short unilateral spur, deep open blade slot, in
same plane as spur. Cutting blade of hard bone, leaf shaped, bevelled
bilaterally to sharp edge. No hole or groove for retrieving line. Line
may have passed through lower end of slot below lashing of cutting blade.
Fixed bone points, class A (rare). None corresponding closely to Drucker's
points of this class. Three types of barbed points may be distinguished.
(a) Arrow (?) points with isolated, bilateral, opposed spine-like barbs.
Scarfed abruptly on both faces below shaft to form flat, parallel-sided
tang.
(b) Heavy points with high isolated barbs. (Shorter 'and quite unlike
the heavy points in Locarno Beach 1. )
(c) Strongly curving side prong for leister spear.
Fixed bone points, class B. Variable forms not conforming to types listed
by Drucker. Some facetted points ground similar to slate points.
~.solong sturdy points which may have served as daggers.
Chipped stone points, types NAa, NAbl (very slender) NAb2, SAa, SBa (very
slender) .
Ground slate points. By far the most important points in Locarno Beach II,
outnumbering chipped points two to one. A great variety of small and
large forms, usually hexagonal'in cross section, some parallel sided,
narrow and thick ( ll bayonet pOints rt ), others leaf shaped, flat and
Wide, stemmed and unstemmed, with straight or concave bases. The
smaller forms are probably arrow points, the larger lance points or
dagger blades. Some may have served as knives.
Ground shell points with side notches. (Mytilus californianus shell.)
Fish hook barbs for J ashing to wooden shank (?).
Gorge type fish hooks of bird and mammal bone (numerous), rather large.
Ground slate knives. These are very numerous and occur in a considerable
variety of forms. Quite a number are typical ulos. The majority are
heavy implements with a thick back (sometimes 10 mm. or more), tapering
from here to a straight or curving cutting edge. Usually only the half
nearer the cutting edge is ground, the remainder being left in the
rough. Occasionally the blades are shouldered and have a short tang
for hafting. Small narrow blades like the Eskimo'men's knives,also
occur.
Bone knives. There are several types with two cutting edges, differing from
those in Locarno Beach I. One type has a distinctive ornamentation on
the butt end. This decorated end, which is set off by three parallel
transverse lines, resembles somewhat the bifurcated tail of a whale with
the tips of the flukes turned inward.
No celts, no antler wedges? no handmauls? type I.
Handmauls, type IV. These tools, because of their invariable s~ape and
distinctive wear, form a special subtype. The typical Locarno Beach
handmaul is a smooth, oval, somewhat flattened, fist-sized pebble. The
wear, which suggests light tapping rather than heavy pounding, is at the
two narrow ends, along the two edges, on both faces near each of the two
ends and never in the centre of the two flat faces.
Bone awls, types la - Id, ulna awls being especially numerous; type 3 (bird
bone) with and without head.
Mammal bone needles, three types: (a) flat, long, flexible, ground eye,
(b) flat,short, drilled eye, (c) sturdy, short, rectanguloid to
circular in cross section, ground eye. All eyes are distal.
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Canine tooth pendants, root faces abraded flat before perforation.
Small replica of human skull, fashioned from split distal end of deer
metapodial, perforated for suspension.
Figurine with cone-shaped hood or hat, carved of antler.
Antler objects, resembling dentalium purses in size, shape, design, and
elaborateness of decoration, the main difference being, that the slot
is carried all the way through the object.
Bird bone whistles.
Stone vessels resembling lamps (?)
Locarno Beach III (?)
It is not certain whether allowance should be made for a third period.
On or near the surface implements were found which differ from earlier types.
Among suct artifacts are:
Ground slate knives, thin, of even thickness throughout, and with overall
polish.
Chipped stone point, type SBb large (resembling a point from Kamloops,
illustrated in H. I. Smith, 1900, fig. 331 c)
Chipped pOln~ of jasper, outline pentagonal, straight base.
Chipped stone knives (?), broad, types NAa, Nabl(?).
Other chipped points of interior type, celts, large and small perforated
stones, stones grooved around the middle and over one end, and numerous stone
disc beads (resembling in form and size shell disc beads) have been picked up
by residents in this general area. These elements may also belong to a later
period.
Musqueam
The middens at the two villages on the reserve are rapidly disappearing.
The deposits of the westernmost village have already been scattered by
Chinese tenant farmers over many acres of land. The same is happening to the
midden at the east village, although a comparatively undisturbed portion still
exists. This is the only remaining midden deposit with historic horizon in
the Vancouver area .
.As previously stated, no excavations have been made at Musqueam as yet.
Surface collecting has yielded, among others, the following artifact types:
Two-piece toggles (composite harpoon, type II)
Fixed bone points, class B.
Chipped stone points (rare?). Fragment of one point.
Ground slate points, some of these are small, triangular, grooved, possible
cutting blades for two piece toggle heads.
Stone clubs.
Slate knives, thin, overall polish.
Bird bone drinking tube (?), incised with metal (?) tool.
Celts of serpentine and other hard stone.

- 18 Splitting wedges of antler (numerous).
Handmauls, type 1.
Bird bone awls, type 3a.
Marpole (Eburne)
The location, size, and general character of this important site have
been described previously (Hill~~out, 1895, pp. 103-113; 1948, pp. 11-12;
H. 1. Smith, 1903, p. 139)
Probably more- artifacts have been recovered
from Marpole than from any other midden in the Pacific Northwest. But,
since the vast majority of these objects, which may have been produced
during many centuries of occupation, were found in the course of unsystematic
digging, we have virtually no notion of their vertical distribution (Drucker,
1943, pp. 115-117)- and hence little knowledge of the cultural history of the
slte. Most of the midden is now built over and only a few small open plots
remain, where careful investigation may possibly still reveal the existence
of a cultural sequence.
0

Our own experience at Marpole has not been very encouraging. Some
testpits showed modern disturbance down to a depth of four and five feet.
The only undisturbed deposits excavated so far did not exceed three and a
half feet in depth and here the top strata seemed to be missing. Perhaps the
most significant discovery so far was the complete absence of ground slate
projectile points in the undisturbed strata excavated by us. Chipped points
on the other hand were frequent. Since H. I. Smith reports ground slate
points as being H more than half as numerous. as the chipped points" (H. 1.
Smith, 1903, p. 144) at this site, the absence of ground slate points in our
deposits may indicate that such points were not used in the early period of
occupation.
The most frequently encountered artifacts were ground slate knives.
They occurred even in the lowest strata. These knives differ strikingly from
those found in Locarno Beach I and II. They are all thin, 2 mm., rarely more
than 3 mm. thick, of even thickness throughout and with the entire surfaces
ground smooth.
Our own observations tend to bear out earlier reports that, at least in
some places, the lowermost culture bearing strata rest directly on glacial
till with little or no trace of early vegetation. (Hill-Tout, 1895; H. I.
Smith, 1903~ p. 139). We may also accept as correct. earlier statements that
cedars and other coniferous trees exceeding f~ve centuries in age were
growing on the midden and that the site was covered with a thick layer of
humus. (Hill-Tout, 1948, p. 12; H. I. Smith, 1903 p. 139.)
For comparative purposes characteristic Marpole artifacts are listed here.
The list is based chiefly on earlier reports.
Artifacts from Marpole
Barbed harpoons with tang, types I and V.
Fixed bone points, type AI (numerous.)
'Fixed bone points, type BIA.
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Chipped stone points, types NAbl, NAb2, SAa, SAb, SBa, SBc, SCb2, SCb3.
Perforat.ed stone sinkers.
_
Cnl t.s (serpentine J nephrite, etc.), (numerous), type sIB, IC, IIA.
Celt of giant mussel shell (Fragments of one specimen).
Splitting wedges of antler (numerous).
Hand mauls, type I .
. Bone awls, (numerous), many types.
Needles. of mammal bone (!l'!:lE1~E9~~), ground or drilled eye, many types.
Dentalia beads,
Clamshell disc beads.
Stone disc beads.
Bone pendants, one. of these a unique type similar to one occurring at Point
Grey; for description cf, Pt, Grey artifact list.
Canine tooth pendants, perforated, root surfaces unmodified.
Deer incisor pendants, perforated.
Carved stone and bone objects.
Bird bone whist.le s.
Stone vessels, oval boulders, pecked and incised to produce representative
forms (some of these seals?)
Ca'l:'ved seated human figurine holding a bowl~like container.
Whalen Farm
The sites so far described are situated immediately north of the Fraser
Delt.a. 'Phe sH·e on t.he Whalen Farm is Jorcat.ed at the southwestern end of
t.he flat. del t.a land ju st. nort.hea.s t . of the Poi nt. Robert.s upland. There are
numerous Jarge middens jn t.bi s a:rea, 'Pbe WbaJ en shell heap (ca. 1800 x 200
ft, ), i.nve st.igat,ed :i n t.he summer of 1949, has a maximum depth of about 12 ft.
It. support.ed a st.and of Douglas firs whi~h st.art.ed to grow more than 200
years ago,
A striking contrast exists between the lower and the upper portion of
this midden deposit., In the lower horizon the strata consists chiefly of
mD sse] s wi t.h occ asional lense s of cockle s. Larger spec ie s of clam are
rare - In this regard the lower horizon resembles the shell deposits of the
8,'t,es that have been previously discussed. In this mound, however, the mussel
deposit. is suddenly overlaid by thick layers of large clams, such as
Schizot.haerus nut.t~llii and Saxidomus nuttallii; although mussels do not
di sappear ent.irelyc This sudden change in diet coincides with an equally
abrupt change in the artifact assemblage, so that we may distinguish two main
periods at this site: Whalen I and Whalen II.
Thirteen burials were encountered, all in a reclining semi-flexed position,
three in Whalen I, the remainder in Whalen II. There was some difference in
the orientation of the body. The burials of the early period faced west, with
the head either north or south. Those of the later period were lying on the
right side, facing east, with the head south, Scattered human skeletal remains
were found in bot.h horizons.
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Artifacts from Whalen I
Two-piece toggles (composite harpoon, type II).
Fixed harpoon foreshafts of antler.
Chipped stone points (rare), types NAb2, SAa.
Ground slate points (numerous), slender leaf shapes with straight bases,
some arrow heads, but mostly lance heads.
Ground giant mussel shell points with side notches (Mytilus californianus
shell) .
Gorge type fish hooks, rather large.
Ground slate knives (rare), thin, ground over entire surface.
Bone knife with two cutting edges.
Ground giant mussel shell knives (numerous).
Celts of gaint mussel shell, one very small celt of argillite.
Bone wedges, small.
Hand mauls, type IV.
Awls. types la (ulna), lc, ld.
Needles of bird bone, large and small.
Pendant of polished coal shale, perforated, oval, plano convex.
Inset (?) of polished lignite.
Nose (1) pendant,,. small, thin, perforated, ovq.l shell ornament.
Canine tooth pendant with root faces abraded flat before perforation.
Pestle~shaped stone pandant (?) with incised geometric decoration.
Stone mortar, small, circular.
Bird bone whistles.
Artifacts from Whalen II
One-piece toggle, closed socket, slotted and armed with bone blade,
rudimentary opposite lateral spurs, constriction for attachment of
retrieving line.
Two-piece toggles (composite harpoons, type II, numerous).
Fixed bone points, type AI.
Chipped stone points (numerous), types NAbl (?), NAb2, NBa, NBal, SBa, SBc,
SCa2, SCb2.
Lamellar obsidian knife blades (numerous).
Haft for obsidian knives (?); curving antler object with open groove at one
end.
Ground serpentine knife, flat, thin, leaf shaped (NAb).
Beaver incisors, some of these resharpened.
Celts of serpentine and nephrite (numerous), large and small specimens of
different types.
Splitting wedges (?) of antler. One large fragment of an antler object,
which may have been a wedge.
Hand mauls, type I.
Bone awls, types la (ulna), lc (large, well made)
Small bird bone needles.
Denialium beads.
Olivella beads.
Coal shale disc beads.
Canine tooth pendants, perforated with root faces unmodified.
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.Bone carving in low relief (on calcined bone fragment).
Antler object resembling in shape the alleged tlantler digging stick tips"
found in the Upper Columbia region (Collier et al., 1942, pp. 84-85,
plate VII, f.) This object would have been too fragile for digging.
Discussion
The data presented here raise more problems than can be discussed or
even pointed out in a brief paper. They emphasize the great complexity of
cultural development even in this small sector of the Northwest Coast. We
may touch here only on a few aspects of the total problem complex.
Until age determinations by the C 14 method can be made, all chronological
considerations will have to remain tentative. The fact that at Marpole and
Point Grey the earliest cultural deposits appear to rest on glacial till with
little or no evidence oT the remains of vegetation may indicate that the
earliest inhabitants arrived before the coastal forest had attained its present
climax. At Locarno Beach the earliest cultural strata overlie clean beach
sand. At the WhaleQ site a thin dark stratum intervenes between the sterile
subsoil (clean sand) and the lowest shell layers. The nature of this dark
stratum is not yet clear, but it may be due to the remains of vegetation.
The only sites with historical horizons are those at Musqueam. Absence
of contact goods and especially the surface growth and (with the exception
at Whalen Farm) heavy humus cover indicate that the others had fallen into
disuse long ago. Marpole and Point Grey have probably been unoccupied for
five or more centuries. The same seems to be true of Locarno Beach.
Occupation of the westernmost part of the Whalen site appears ~o have ceased
~ore than two centuries ago.
If we arrange the sites according to the apparent
minimum age of their surface layers we obtain the following sequence:
Table 1. - Minimum Age of Surface Layer
Age of Surface Layer

Sites

500+

years

l'Iarpole

200+

years

Whalen

Historic

Point Grey

Locarno Beach

Musqueam

In this connection it is of great interest to consider the harpoon types
that were in use at the different sites.
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A glance at table 2 shows that the two-piece toggle is conspicuously
absent at Harpole, Point Grey, and at Locarno Beach, that is, at the sites
that were abandoned longest ago, and present at sites with historic or
protohistoric horizons. This evidence suggests that this type of harpoon
head was introduced or developed late in this area. It further suggests
that barbed harpoons with tang and one-piece toggles were employed here in
ancient times, but that both types eventually were s~pplanted by the twopiece toggles. This assumption is supported by ethnographic evidence, for
the two-piece toggle was the dominant type among the modern Coast Salish
for fishing and for sea mammal hunting. (H. G. Barnett ~939, elements
26-32, 221, 222, 243. N. B. Since Barnett counts the cutting blade as well,
he calls these harpoon heads t13-piece toggle heads. t1)
Of considerable significance is the occurrence of the two-piece toggle
in the earlier period of the Whalen site. A comparison of Whalen I with
Locarno Beach II reveals important similarities between the two cultures
and raises the.possibility that the former is a later phase of the latter.
At any rate, it is interesting to note that our evidence links the first
appearance of the two-piece toggle with a group with whom chipped points we~e
of minor importance and who instead emphasized the grinding of slate for
arrow and lance heads. In other words, we may have here evidence that the
two-piece toggle was developed by a group who originally E~mployed one-piece
toggles with oppos~d lateral spurs.
The morphological resemblance between two-piece toggles and Dorset type
heads vvith opposed lateral spurs has been noted earlier by Leroi-Gourhan
(1946, p. 365) and de Laguna (1947, p. 197). One piece heads with opposed
lateral spurs have a wide although sporadic distribution, from the Eskimo
in Greenland to the Ainu of Hokkaido and the Kuriles. A head with lateral
opposed spurs was even discovered among finds. from the Lapp Iron Age in
East Finmark (Leroi-Gourhan, 194·6, pp. 401-412; de Laguna, 1947, pp. 195-197).
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use on the No~thwest Coast in early times. The distribution of this type of
head is therefore even wider than had been assumed.
De Laguna postulates that the trtwo-piece heads (on the Northwest Coast)
may be the direct survivors of the prototypes from which the one-piece Dorset
and northern Ainu heads were derived. H (De Laguna) 1947 J p. 197). The_
evidence from Locarno Beach and Whalen suggests that the one-piece head
preceded the two-piece. toggle and that the ldtter is a fairly late and local
development on the Northwest Coast. The distribution of one and two-piece
heads in historic times supports this. view. Two-piece heads were used
exclusively on and near the coast, while one-piece toggles survived in some
marginal areas of the interior plateau. (V. Ray, 1942, elements 452-454, 456458). A single one-piece head with laterally opposed, almost vestigial spurs
occurred among numerous two-piece heads from Whalen II, perhaps an indication
that this period represents the end of a transitional.phase in the evolution
of toggles on the coast. The inventory from Whalen I is still very incomplete
and it is possible that we. may yet find more one-piece than two-piece heads
in the oldest deposits at this site.
Not only the barbed harpoons with tang, type I link the Point Grey site
with Marpole, but other traits as well. Among these are the greater frequency
of chipped points over ground slate points, the presence of bone projectile
points, type AI (numerous) and type BIA, perforated stone sinkers, thin slate
knives with overall polish, antler wedges, celt types (often with one side
unfinished), numerous awls of many types, dentalium beads} a peculiar type of
carved bone pendant, massive stone carving (on stone vessels). Point Grey
in all probability was occupied only seasonally. Marpole is.by far the richer
of the two components, chiefly due to the presence here of a greater number
of interior traits.
I should mention in this connection that a small seated steatite
figurine, holding a bowl-like container, was found a short distance from our
Marpole trench by a resident who was digging in his garden. A study of this
find revealed that this figurine and others similar to it~ described earlier
by H. I. Smith (1907, pp. 420-424) must represent the same supernatural being,
who. among_the K~akiutl is known as Tso'noqoa. She was often represented on
wooden dishes, houseposts and masks (Boas, 1895 1 pp. 372 f., 479 f., 494-496;
1905-1909, pl. XLIV, fig. 8, 12, pl._LII, fig. 3). It thus becomes possible
to draw a direct_line from early prehistoric stone carving in the FraserColumbia basin to the modern wood carving of the Kwakiutl, and to trace the
tradition of the child-devouring giantess back into an early period.
Locarno Beach contrasts sharply with Point Grey and Marpole. From earliest
times we notice here strong ties with the far north; the use of labrets and
ornaments carved of marble, stone lamps (?), the numerous heavy ulo-like slate
knives, the many ground slate points for lances and arrows, and above all, the
two types of one-piece toggling harpoon heads. While Marpole gives the
impression of an interior culture pattern adapted to life on the coast, we
sense at Locarno Beach the existence of a culture which has a more genuine
maritime character. At l"Iarpole also we find already the three concomitants
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characteristic of the highly developed wood-working industry of later times:
numerous large splitting wedges of antler, heavy pounding hammers (hand mauls,
types IB, IBI) to drive these wedges, and many small and large blades of
serpentine.and nephrite for planing adzes. On the other hand, we must suspect
that the occupants of Locarno Beach hunted their sea lions and other sea
mammals with skin covered boats and that they lived in houses different from
the large plank houses of the modern Coast Salish, for we have no evidence
that they possessed any of the tools necessary for constructing dug-out canoes
or for splitting planks from cedar logs.
A fascinating problem is presented by the small human skull replica
carved in bone. This object froIl]. I,ocarno Beach II bears striking stylistic
similarities to carved wooden skull rattles from.Kingcome Inlet in southern
Kwakiutl territory, and it is reminiscent of the small skull replicas that
dangled from the head band or from certain masks of the hamatsa dancers.
The Locarno Beach deficiency in heavy duty wood working tools still
persists in Whalen I, which we have previously assumed to be a later phase of
the Locarno Beach II culture. Among other parallels between the two are the
following: paucity. and simple forms of chipped points, extensive use of
ground slate for arrow and lance heads, unbarbed bone points ground with facets
like slate points, absence of Drucker's types of class A fixed bone points,
presence of giant mussel shell.points, large gorge type fish hooks, hand mauls,
type IV and perforated canine tooth pendants with abraded root surfaces.
Conspicuously absent, however, are the heavy slate knives of Locarno Beach.
Early in Whalen I thin slate knives with overall polish seem to have been in
use. Later only. giant mussel knives occur.
It is interesting to note that the subsequent appearance at the Whalen
site of advanced wood working implements is apparently again associated with
the arrival of a people who had strong ties with the interior plateau. This
group resembles the early inhabitants of Harpole not only in having fine
woodworking tools; but also "in the use of numerous chipped points of typical
interior shapes, and in bone carving of a high order. But their culture
differs radically from the Marpole culture in the complete absence of ground
slate implements and barbed harpoons with tang, and in the presence of
lamellar obsidian blades, olivella beads, and above all of two-piece toggle
heads. Prior to their arrival at the Fraser Delta they had acquired the
technique of ttdiggingtl clams, large clams such as Schizothaerus nuttallii and
Saxidomus nuttallii . . Earlier groups had been content.in.the.main with species
like Mytilus edulis and Cardium corbis, that can be gathered without much
effort.
With the still limited data at our disposal it is difficult to trace
correctly the events and developments which occurred in this area in the early
past, and future evidence may necessitate extensive revisions in the present
interpretation of the data. But we seem to recognize two main cultural
currents which, beginning at an early time, met and mingled in the Fraser
Delta region, one coming from the far north down the coast) and another
broader current from the interior plateau.
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established near the mouth of the Fraser, one of northern stamp at Locarno
Beach, and six miles away at Marpole another which bears the imprint of
strong influence from the interior. It is not certain whether these two
centres were coeval. Elements of the.northern pattern, ground slate knives
and later (?) ground slate projectile points, are present at 11arpole, and
elements of probable interior origin as, for instance, flat bone mat needles
and bird bone whistles are to be found among the material from Locarno
Beach II. However, if they were contemporaneous they resisted adoption of
important cDmponents of the neighbouring culture into their own. Outstanding
examples are the rejection of the complex of advanced wood working tools by
the Locarno Beach group, and the failure of the Marpole people to adopt the
superior toggling harpoon heads. For reasons which we do not yet fully
understand these two centres eventually ceased to exist. Meanwhile the twopiece toggle was developed. Where this invention was made is still unknown.
In the Fraser Delta region this type of harpoon head first appears in Whalen
I, which seems to be a later and somewhat less vigorous phase of Locarno
Beach II. Whalen I was eventually overwhelmed by a fairly recent wave of
probably migration borne interior elements. It is in Whalen II that we note
the synthesis of the advanced wood working complex with the technique of
harpooning fish and sea mammals with toggle heads. However, the chipping
tradition of the interior was still strong with the people who occupied the
Whalen site during this period. They persisted in using chipped projectile
points and lamellar knife blades and did not adopt the practice of grinding
implements out of slate. But, even at that time the ground slate industry
must have been firmly entrenched among other groups of this region, for among
the later Gulf of Georgia Salish the grinding of slate for knives, dagger
blades, arrow and spear points had gained virtually complete ascendancy over
chipping. (Barnett) 1939. Compare elements 349; 606, 609, 979, 983, 1020,
1025 with 918, 980, 1021). This victory of the northern slate grinding
complex over the chipping complex of the interior seems to be evident also
in the remains of the historic horizon at Musqueam.
While we may thus trace in a general way the gradual blending of some
of the northern and interior elements, which eventually produced the southern
aspect of the Northwest Coast culture pattern, we become aware of a peculiar
phenomenon. We look in vain on the historic Salish horizon of this area
for certain elements of an artistic-ceremonial nature which existed independently in the two earliest cultures of the Fraser Delta region, namely
the artistic-ceremonial complexes that must have been associated with the
child devouring giantess on the one hand and with the human skull replicas
on the other. Both of these complexes passed over into Kwakiutl culture,
where they flourished until modern times. Discussion of this problem and
consideration of other extra local relations of the early Fraser Delta
cultures, and to what extent the developments in this area can be correlated
with those in other regions will have to be postponed until a later date.
One of the most urgent archeological projects in this area is the
salvaging of the few still existing remains of the Marpole site. A summer's
systematic work with a good field party may yet produce the vital sequential
data without which certain phases of the early prehistory of this region will
probably remain an everlasting enigma. One of the many other tasks will be

- 26 to find sites similar to the vanished site at Locarno Beach in order that
we may gain a fuller knowledge of this interesting culture which exhibits
so strikingly the impact of that vigorous cultural current which at one time
flowed from the Far North south along the coast until it was choked off
by intrusive tribes from the northern interior.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS IN CENTRAL BRITISH COLUMBIA
by

J. H. Sewell, Vanderhoof, B. C.
Central British Colwubia is usually described as a Plateau country.
There are many mountain ranges of moderate height ranging from five to ten
thousand feet. Many of the valleys are wide with high wooded hills on either
side and a lake or river or small stream in the trough. Game is plentiful
a~d the game trails in the valleys, sometimes along a lake shore, or along
the river bank, or in the trough where the stream is small and crossing it
now and then, are clearly marked and easy to travel. In the beginning the
game 'animals made and used these trails. Later on, when the Indians came,
they used them and they are still in use by the game, the hunter and others.
It i p along these trails, by lakeshore and stream that chips, flakes, artifacts,
and occasional remains of old Indian camps are found.
The area with which this paper deals is the Nechako River Valley for a
distance of fifty miles west from its cop~luence with Stuart River. Also from
this confluence, up the Stuart Valley trench to the source of the Stuart
t~o hundred fifty miles to the Northwest.
This trench or series of valleys contains Stuart River, Stuart Lake,
Tachie River, Trembleur Lake, Middle River, Takla Lake, and Driftwood
River, which can be considered the headw~ters of this valley system.
According to trappers, loggers, and prospectors there are many old village
.and camp sites along the length of the trench and the whole route is navigable
by launch and scow. The waters contain probably the best Rainbow Trout
fishing in British Columbia, and there are other varieties, including salmon,
that give this valley system a plentiful and easy fish supply.
There are paintings on rock on a cliff on the north shore of Stuart Lake
and there are reports of other paintings further north-west.
A search of the hundred mile length of Stuart River by water and game
trail has revealed twelve old camps or villages. To judge from reports given
by trappers and hunters, there are as many more to.be exactly located and
visited.
Many of the camps along the Stuart River are 'Pit Camps.' The pits are
numerous, some places in clusters, some places three or more are almost joined,
making a depression about twelve or fourteen feet in length, two or more feet
in width and about one and one-half feet deep. One camp, at present covered
with an old pine growth, has more than ten acres that is pocked with pits.
In some places they are in clusters, in some, several are joined together,
and in others they are single. At no place on the ten acres that were checked
over were the holes more than fifty or sixty feet apart. The pits are fairly
uniform in size, being two feet in diameter and one and one-half feet deep.
On digging into them we find a scattering of charcoal and at the bottom of
the original pit (about six inches below the present bottom) there is usually
a darker band of soil which seems to have been the bottom of the original hole.
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larger depressions in addition to the pits. These larger depressions seem to
be about fifteen or twenty feet in diameter but it is hard to determine the
exact size on account of the dense growth. I have not collected sufficient
artifacts from the camps on the Stuart to form a sound opinion as to the type
of artifact that will be found there. It is to be noted that all the camps
so far examined are located in spots on the river that are particularly
suitable for fishing by primitive methods. That is, there is an island or a
series of gravel bars or a creek entering, beside or in front of the camp,
and the camps are mostly located on level ground on the top of a bank which
is usually fifty or more feet above the water.
Near the mouth of the Stuart River there is what appears to have been
an earthlodge village. It is in a level clearing overlooking the river.
The outlines of fifteen houses are clearly visible. The houses are rectangular: three are fifteen by fifteen feet, ten are twenty-four by thirtysix feet; two are sixty by fifty feet. They are in a straight row about
one hundred feet back from the brink of the sixty foot river bank and are
spaced ten or twelve feet apart. In line with the house row and about
three hundred feet beyond there is.a low mound about one and one-half feet
high and fifteen or twenty feet in diameter. This was Chinlac Village, a
Carrier Indian Village which was massacred by the Chilcotins from down south
gn the Fraser in 1746. The account of the massacre is given in Father
Morice's book on the history of the Northwest. It has not been occupied
since .. The first white man came to these parts in 1806. It is my intention
to carry. out some investigation into this village during the present
summer.
I have investigated the Nechako Valley from the confluence of the Stuart
and Nechako Rivers west for a distance of more than fifty miles. This wide
valley is now agricultural with Vanderhoof in its centre and good gravelled
roads travelling in all directions from this thriving up-to-date village.
In times past beaver and game and fish were abundant. To-day the beaver are
largely gone but the meadows and dams that they created. are still here. The
creek system, stretching from the higher ground to the river on either side
contains many meadows that are now under cultivation and which reveal the
site of a village or camp of times past or where a temporary camp has been.
It is in the creeks area that the large oval pointed flaked knife is most
commonly found.
The Nechako River banks have a rather different type of camp than those
that have been remarked elsewhere. There is one five acre camp that has
about fifty holes on it. The holes are roughly eight feet long, four feet
wide, and four feet deep. Part of this five acres has been cleared and
cultivated and the main artifact found on this site is a polished celt or adze
and grindstones for shaping or sharpening them.
The Lakes District about ten miles to the south of Vanderhoof, which for
the purpose of Archaeology can be considered as part of the Nechako Valley,
contains an old village. Forty acres of this old village has been under
cultivation for the past twenty years. The whole forty acres seems to have
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artifact bearing soil to a depth of at least eight inches. This forty acres
straddles Stony creek and seems to be only a small part of the one time
village. I have collected about a thousand artifacts from this field in
the past three years. The stream that runs through it joins two lakes,
and there is and always has been a plentiful supply of fish here at all
times. Game and beaver have always been in fair abundance in this area.
The predominating artifact of the village is the laurel shaped knife in
many sizes ranging from one and one-quarter inches to five or six inches
long. Scrapers are also common, some of them fully shaped but the majority
of the pieces are a useful flake that has been secondary flaked on one or two
of the suitable edges with no attempt to fashion it further. There are also
drills and some heart shaped knives that are quite well made and some large
oval flakes that seem to have been used for chopper tools.
In a general way, there are different types of artifacts that seem to
occur.in given conditions.
1. The artifacts found along the game trails are mostly well made notched
points and knives and of course the inevitable scraper.
2. The artifacts of the creek areas seem to be mostly a large oval or oval
pointed knife, welk made and up to six inches in length, and some medium
and large well made notched points.
3. The camp on the Nechako ~iver, already referred to, which contains the
large holes has yielded three times as many polished celts as all the other
sites put together. These and a few grind stones with which they were
sharpened is about all that this five acres has yielded. What this signifies
will require further study.
4. The village site on which I have done most of my collecting has yielded
a little of everything with the laurel knife and scraper tool in greatest
numbers.
The similarity of the artifacts of Teslin, Y. T., and of Kamloops in
southern British Columbia with those of the Vanderhoof area seems to indicate
that they are all of the same culture and that they probably belong to the
migration that came down through the centre of British Columbia about six
thousand years ago.
THE ARTIFACT MATERIAL
The artifact material is chert, basalt, obsidian, and a small percentage
of chalcedony and quartz, some of the flake chopper tools are made from large
thin flakes struck from quartzite cobbles.
I have searched the gravel beds and stream and lake shore for material
of this nature and have only found the quartz and quartzite materials. I
have reports on two possible quarries that chert or basalt may be obtained
from. One 1 workings I is locat.ed at Stuart River where there is reported
to be black stone cliffs cont.aining caves. The ot.her is an old workings
about fifteen miles south of the village already referred to. Both of these
places are rather remote but can be located and investigated, the two things
required being time and money.
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The camps can be listed and in all there seems to· be at least seven
different types as follows:
1. The pitted camp. These are the most numerous type that I have found.
They range in size from a few pits on top of a river bank to a large area
such as already described.
2. There is one camp on the Stuart River. which, in addition to the pits,
has a number of larger depressions that could have been house holes.

3. There are many camping areas that seem only to have been camps. The
only. evidence of occupation is the large number of flakes and fire broken
stones and a few artifacts. These places are located beside a la~e or
stream and would have been suitable for a summer camp.
4. Whether Stony Creek area, already described, should be considered a camp
or village is hard to say. Apparently it was occupied intensively over a
long period of time and the artifacts are fairly evenly spread over the whole
forty acres. There are no traces of any pits or house holes. Instead, there
are storage or. cache pit holes near the camp. There seems to be po doubt as
to the use of these pits as they are all situated at the base of the north
slopes of the bank where the sun could not shine on them to any extent.
5. The Nechako camp area, already described, which has numerous large holes
with pits close to each hole.
6.

A semi-subterranean house in the Vanderhoof area.

7.

The earthlodge village of Chinlac, already described.

These seven types of camps or villages are so different and
so far apart from one another in type as well as in age, that it
that they were occupied by the same people or at the same time.
reasonable to suppose that they represent the dwelling places of
lived in the area in widely different times.

seem to be
is improbable
It seems
people that

Paintings On Rock
The only photo I have been able to procure of painting on rock is the
one mentioned in this paper. I have reports of other paintings at points
northwest of Stuart Lake - one on Tachie rtiver, the other on Takla Lake. I
have also a report of paintings on.Sinkut Mountain rocks which is about twentyfive miles south of Vanderhoof. These are all in rather remote places and
although I can procure guides the. undertaking would be rather expensive for
a single person. In all I have located and visited forty or more camps and
villages within sixty miles of Vanderhoof in various directions. I have reports
on forty more which so far I have only been able to catalogue. Some of these
I hope to visit at some future date.
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This area is so full of archaeological remains that it is difficult
to know where to start. All are untouched except by cultivation. All
are remote to some extent and any work done on a site would remain undisturbed from season to season, as most of the locations are in remote areas.
The dates of all the camps, with the exception of the village on Stuart
River, are unknown. This village is definitely dated by the massacre
already referred to, and seems to have been a camp of long duration before
it became a village. For this reason I plan to excavate at this village
this year. The excavation will be made in one of the twenty-four by thirtysix houses to see if the construction and general plan of the house can be
determined, also to see if there are any cache pits in the floor of the
house. If this is successful we should have a fair idea of the state of
culture attained by the Carrier Indians of this district sixty years before
the coming of the white man. There is also a possibility of finding the
old midden belonging to the camp and village. If this can be found it should
be revealing.
I will also visit many of the places where surface finds can be picked
up • . Although I believe that I have a fair cross section of the artifacts
of this area, I find it wise to keep in close touch with the various surface
collecting areas as each season seems to yield its crop.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY, 1940 - 1950
The following bibliography includes most of the works which
have been published on the cultures of British Columbia and adjacent areas.
It is based on",a somewhat more extensive bibliography kindly put at 9ur
disposal by Mr. James Spillius, of the University of Washington. Mr.
Spillius prepared the bibliography and a paper based on it as a supplement
to Melville Jacobs' Survey of Pacific Northwest Anthropological Research,
1930 - 1940 (Pacific Northwest Quarterly, XXXII, (1), Jan. 1941). The paper
was read before the Northwest Anthropological Conference in Seattle, June

6, 1950.
In his paper, Mr. Spillius drew several conclusions regarding the state
of research in the Northwest Coast. Recent research has been most concentrated
in the Coast Salish area, (especially in WaShington), with a secondary
concentration in Alaska. The most neglected areas have been those of the
Haida, Kwakiutl, and Tsimshian. The graphic arts have received considerable
attention, but music and dance have been neglected. In linguistics, there has
been concentrated and systematic work done in Washington and Oregon, but
little elsewhere. Culture and personality studies have been neglected, as
has anthropometry.
The bibliography is not claimed to be complete. However, it is offered
in the hope that it will be of use to students and laymen interested in the
native cultures of British Columbia.
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